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BIOGRAPHY
2018 was a rich and exciting year for the Backstreet OIZ. Created in Munich in 2016, the
German Punk quartet spent the last months between the studio and the stage. After honing
their songs live on stage in their hometown, they got the opportunity to open twice for the
legendary Sondaschule in December 2018 (Bamberg, sold out, and Schweinfurt).
The time now came to release their debut album ‘Tier in der Hose’. With its mix of fast Punk
riffs and Ska parts, the record is just like them: full of energy, good mood and self-derision.
From gender fluid crush to musician disillusionment, the nine songs recorded for ‘Tier in der
Hose’ (‘Animal in the Pants’) tell the story of a young Punk band craving for new challenges
and bigger stages.

TIER IN DER HOSE
Debut album

First single: Bier in der Dose
Video clip: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zw3GP44mGl8

TRACKLIST

ALBUM INFO

01. Bier in der Dose
02. Warum bin ich so dumm
03. Squirt
04. Liebeslied
05. Techno ist scheiße
06. Ein Tag wie jeder andere
07. Mittelmaß
08. Kill your neighbors
09. Fick deine Band

Title: Tier in der Hose
Label: self-released
Genre: Punk
Hometown: Munich (DE)
First single: Bier in der Dose (21.10.2018)
Album release: 21.12.2018
Recording, mix and mastering:
Daniel Winzinger and Albert Studios

Celebration of the release of the Backstreet OIZ debut album Tier in der Hose 21.12.2018 at Glockenbachwerkstatt in Munich with Captain Asshole and The Dorks.
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Their first single ‘Bier in der Dose’ (‘Beer in the can’) was released on 21.10.2018 with
the first video clip of the band. This ode to beer is already sung in unison by the German
audience, wager that a larger crowd is now waiting for the bOIZ to come to their town. With
a new record and gigs already booked in Hannover, Saxony and Austria, 2019 should be as
least as exciting as 2018.
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BAND INFO
What is that for an oi-punk band? Multi-cultural band with only serious, deeply political and
highly spiritual lyrics. Indeed. But who is behind this lovely yet serious name: Backstreet
OIZ?

Laura the Brain. But why the brain? Quite simply
because the band would be totally lost without
her. Even then, her ancestors advised Napoléon
on all his strategic decisions. Lucky for us that
this knowledge was passed on to her. She left her
native France and now supports the bOIZ with her
guitar and her angelic voice.
Niklas the Animal. When he hits the drums, both
the ears and the veins of the enthusiastic fans
burst. He’s just an animal on drums. From the
outside rather like a deer, but inwardly like a gorilla
(otherwise hairy as well).
And finally the head of the band.
The tormentor, the creator of the band, the lead
guitar and the singer.
Lucas the Punisher. Everything stands and
falls with him. Every single rehearsal his plague
spreads on his bandmates. Demands, demands
and demands. He has clear ideas about the music
and the image. In long-lost books it is written that
the Punisher should also have a very soft core in
his rock-hard body... We are still looking for it.
In vain.

The Backstreet OIZ have sworn to conquer the world with their punk. And with a lot of
canned beer. Unfortunately, they are usually too drunk to put their plans into action.
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Snake the Terrible. From the distant planet Zork
he came traveling, in search of worthy bandmates,
which he can enrich with his extraordinary groove
on the bass. It was only logical that the Backstreet
OIZ asked him for his favor.
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LIVE
UPCOMING SHOWS
6/8.09.2019 Zusammenrottung festival (Austria)
21.03.2019 Hannover
21.12.2018 Release party with Captain Asshole and The Dorks (Munich)

08.12.2018
06.12.2018
13.10.2018
11.10.2018
22.09.2018
07.09.2018
20.07.2018
29.06.2018
28.04.2018
18.04.2018
13.04.2018
29.03.2018
23.03.2018
17.03.2018
15.03.2018
21.02.2018
09.02.2018
20.01.2018
19.01.2018

Opening for Sondaschule in Stattbahnhof (Schweinfurt)
Opening for Sondaschule in Liveclub (Bamberg, sold out)
München ‘n Metal V in Café Dada (University residence Munich)
Let there be yellow 2018 (Munich)
Südstadt (Munich)
Darknight open air in Quax (Munich)
Kulturspektakel Open air festival (Gauting)
Treibhaus (Munich)
Lange Nacht der Musik in Rockbox (Munich)
Milla Song Slam acoustic (Munich)
Café Prinzregent (Ansbach)
Exploding Easter Eggs in Glockenbachwerkstatt (Munich)
Stadtfinale SPH Contest in Soundcafe (Schwabing)
Woodknock Festival in Quax (Riem)
Bergfest in 8Below (Munich)
Farewell concert Mallory Lane in 8below (Munich)
SPH contest (Germering)
Punk night of the Darknight Festival (Garching)
Glockenbachwerkstatt with Sewer Rats (Munich)

08.12.2017
01.08.2017
24.05.2017
11.05.2017
01.03.2017

Fuck tomorrow! in JIG (Grafing)
Zombie Session Vol. 35 in Sunny Red (Munich)
Ampere (Munich)
Kranhalle (Munich)
Orange House (Munich)

01.12.2016 8Below (Munich)
30.09.2016 Backstage (Munich)

CONTACT
General contact: kontakt@backstreetoiz.de
Booking: gigs@backstreetoiz.de
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/backstreetoiz/
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PAST SHOWS
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